From: Phoebe Allen [O=INGLEWOOD/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A03A58F730B043829694903FCB145BEF-PHOEBE ALLEN]

Sent: 2/13/2020 10:49:24 AM

To: Mindala Wilcox [O=INGLEWOOD/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A03A58F730B043829694903FCB145BEF-MINDALA WILCOX]; Jerry Tucker
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A005777D0594B82B6D3CD8BA1D8B79-JERRY TUCKER]; Ali Pouraghabagher
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=543C27612D7F49A9885017F5CE3AF085-ALI POURAGHABAGER];
gordan@gandersonassociates.com

CC: Mandhir Singh [O=INGLEWOOD/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8782CF2C6904A34BA0524D0912C6462-CHERYL JACKSON]; Johnetta Carey
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=7217853A9BD24D4DA6AF3B893E531181-JOHNETTA CAREY]; Anita Castellanos
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A83B8098504950BEF3A81577FBF07B-ANITA CASTELLANOS]; Vanessa Scrubb
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D0921549CE84C2E4A57F5634B4B2817-VANESSA SCRUBB]; Phoebe Allen
[FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A03A58F730B043829694903FCB145BEF-PHOEBE ALLEN]

Subject: Clippers / IBEC: EIR Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Location: Successor Agency Conference Room

Start: 2/14/2020 2:30:00 PM
End: 2/14/2020 4:00:00 PM

Show Time As: Tentative

Required Attendees: Mindala Wilcox; Jerry Tucker; Ali Pouraghabagher; gordan@gandersonassociates.com
Optional Attendees: Mandhir Singh; Cynthia Robinson; Evangeline Lane; Cheryl Jackson; Johnetta Carey; Anita Castellanos; Vanessa Scrubb; Phoebe Allen

MANDATORY:
Meeting to review and discuss the ECD comments on the MMRP.